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EDUCATION CONSULTANT II

This is advanced and specialized consultative work in providing technical assistance and direction in
broad educational programs, services, or activities to the state's public education systems. Employees
serve as section supervisors, staff consultants in a highly specialized education activity or program, or
as a regional coordinator for Department of Public Instruction programs. Work involves responding to
requests for assistance from local education agencies, institutions in the community college system, or
from other educational programs in the development and/or revision of curriculum content,
administrative practices, and the evaluation of programs. As section supervisors, employees are
responsible for setting work priorities for their staff based on objectives of assigned program(s) and
service(s). As regional coordinators, employees act as an assistant division director and are
responsible for delivery of services under the administrative guidance of the regional center director.
Employees report to a higher level consultant and/or administrator.

I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK:

Variety and Scope - Work involves providing statewide or regional consultative services and
administrative support to a full range of educational programs and usually involves the coordination or
management of resources involved (budgets, personnel, equipment). Activities include curriculum and
instructional development and revision and the design of staff development programs.

Intricacy - Work requires comprehensive analyses and interpretations of state and federal laws, drafting
policy recommendations and proposed changes in legislation, and coordinating of the more complex
and sensitive program evaluations. Activities require consideration of content, instructional processes,
and resource allocation.

Subject Matter Complexity - Work requires the employees to have a comprehensive knowledge of the
division's objectives, purpose, educational policies and intended approaches to its service delivery.
Employees must thoroughly understand the curricular and instructional scope of the area assigned
and/or the educational support role of the division, section, or unit.

Guidelines - These include broad administrative guidelines usually in the form of general statutes,
federal laws, and regulations, board policies, division and regional center guidelines. Employees in this
class are involved in the development and interpretation of guidelines that impact on the work of the
unit.

II. RESPONSIBILITY:

Nature of Instructions - Employees receive general instructions on short-term responsibilities and
specific instructions in the development of quarterly or annual plans of work. These instructions are
through staff meetings and through individual and group conferences with higher level officials.

Nature of Review - Employees perform with considerable independence. Work is reviewed occasionally
for a determination of overall effectiveness. Areas of concern are discussed with the division director,
regional director, state superintendent, state president, and other levels of agency management.

Scope of Decisions - Work affects the specialized discipline with some impact on other instructional or
educational support areas. Since these employees are in leadership roles, decisions can impact on the
educational policies of the public school and community college systems.
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Consequence of Decisions - Decisions have considerable influence on the administration of
educational programs assigned and impact on local (LEA and institutional) educational administration
ranging from instructional methods, curricular offerings and content, staff development and
certifications, and other aspects of education.

III. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS:

Scope of Contacts - Employees have contact with division directors, regional directors, and all other
levels of agency management vertically and horizontally. Considerable contact occurs with local
curriculum supervisors, academic deans, and other educational administrators. Employees may be
called on for policy and program interpretation by local boards of education, boards of trustees, and by
the two policy making boards at the state level.

Nature and Purpose - Consultation and exchange occur with division directors, regional directors, LEA
administrators, institutional staff, and other educators and budget officials on the total aspects of the
related educational program.

IV. OTHER WORK DEMANDS:

Work Conditions - Work is performed primarily in an office setting at state department, LEA, community
college, or regional center.

Hazards - Bodily injury is generally unlikely.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities - Thorough knowledge of: instructional methods and techniques and of
other aspects of education as it relates to the educational services of the work unit; the subject matter
assignment within the position's area of concentration (this requirement may have the stipulation of
state certification or certifiability through the evidence of completion of specific coursework at the
graduate or post-graduate level); and educational administration techniques. Ability to: coordinate the
service delivery of the unit through lower level consultants and educational specialists and other
administrators; coordinate effective working arrangements with subordinates, committee and work
associates, educational administrators, parent-teacher and other organizations, and the general public;
and provide leadership in the interpretation, in oral and written form, of complex laws, rules, regulations,
and policies to a full-range of contacts.

Minimum Education and Experience - A master's degree in the field to which assigned and a minimum
of four years of specifically related experience in education. Preference will be given to candidates with
experience relating to the area of specialization of the specific position; or an acceptable equivalent
combination of education and experience.


